
Assessment Type: Default                                                                                                                                                

       

Availability and Submissions

        Grading and Feedback

        Layout and Appearance

             
Add Additional Security

This assessment can be taken          

immediately (if left blank) at any time (if left blank)

         this many times           beginning                                        It is due                                             and has a time limit of

by all site members

Default settings for 
Availability
combines delivery dates, 
assignment released to, 
timed assessment, and high 
security.

The three date fields contain 
grey instructional text but 
are blank by default.

Click arrows to see what 
happens if you change 
these options

00     hrs.                min.00     

Accept late submissions

             until                                                                    
             until the due date

       Submit saved student work on this date if student hasn't submitted before

indefinately (if left blank)

unlimited (if left blank)

        About this Assessment

Select

Select

Select



Assessment Type: Default                                                                                                                                                

       

Availability and Submissions

        Grading and Feedback

        Layout and Appearance

             
Add Additional Security

This assessment can be taken          

immediately (if left blank) at any time (if left blank)

         this many times           beginning                                        It is due                                             and has a time limit of

by all site members

Add additional security
When exposed, it shows IP 
addresses and secondary 
ID/Password. No major 
changes here

Ideally, Add Additional 
Security should be toggled 
open during subsequent 
visits after saving if options 
have been selected. If not 
perhaps this should not be 
hidden in a toggle at all

00     hrs.                min.00     

Accept late submissions

             until                                                                    
             until the due date

       Submit saved student work on this date if student hasn't submitted before

indefinately (if left blank)

unlimited (if left blank)

IP addresses allowed

Secondary ID/Password
     Username
     Password

One IP address per line

        About this Assessment

Select

Select

Select



Assessment Type: Default                                                                                                                                                

       

Availability and Submissions

        Grading and Feedback

        Layout and Appearance

             Add Additional Security

This assessment can be taken          

immediately (if left blank) at any time (if left blank)

         this many times           beginning                                        It is due                                             and has a time limit of

by all site members

Timelimit
If user clicks "and has a 
time limit of" then user can 
select the hours and 
minutes.

If user leaves both 
pulldowns to zero, then it 
will generate an error when 
Save is attempted.

NOTE: lastest feedback to 
SAM-1752 asked to replace 
time limit selector with 
textbox for minutes. If still 
desired, can take this up 
when SAM-1752 is tackled, 
because it makes more 
sense in that context. For 
now, sticking with pulldowns

00     hrs.                min.00     
Select

indefinately (if left blank)

Accept late submissions

             until                                                                    
             until the due date

       Submit saved student work on this date if student hasn't submitted before

indefinately (if left blank)

unlimited (if left blank)

        About this Assessment



        About this Assessment

       

Availability and Submisssion

        Grading and Feedback

        Layout and Appearance

             Add Additional Security

This assessment can be taken          

immediately (if left blank) at any time (if left blank)

         this many times           beginning                                        It is due                                             and has a time limit of

by all site members
by only selected groups...
anonymously (no login)

Select who assignment 
released to
Users can elect to limit who 
assessment can be taken 
by, or let it be taken 
anonymously. 

Click here

00     hrs.                min.00     

Accept late submissions

             until                                                                    
             until the due date

       Submit saved student work on this date if student hasn't submitted before

indefinately (if left blank)

unlimited (if left blank)



        About this Assessment

       

Availability and Submissions

        Grading and Feedback

        Layout and Appearance

             

Accept late submissions

             until                                           
             until the due date
       Submit saved student work on this date if student hasn't submitted before

Add Additional Security

This assessment can be taken          

immediately (if left blank) at any time (if left blank)

         this many times           beginning                                        It is due                                             and has a time limit of

by only selected groups

unlimited (if left blank) 00     hrs.                min.00     

indefinately (if left blank)

              

Save Cancel 

Section 1                          
Section 2
Section 3
Extra Time Group

Click here

This assessment is available to only selected groups

Select who assignment 
released to
User can select one or more 
groups/sections. These may 
or may not be mutually 
exclusive. 



        About this Assessment

       

Availability and Submissions

        Grading and Feedback

        Presentation

             

Late submissions accepted?

             until                                                                    
             until the due date
       Submit saved student work on this date if student hasn't submitted before

Add Additional Security

This assessment can be taken          

immediately (if left blank) at any time (if left blank)

         this many times           beginning                                        It is due                                             and has a time limit of

by only selected groups

00     hrs.                min.00     

       
       

Save Cancel 

Section 1                          
Section 2
Section 3
Extra Time Group

This assessment is available to only selected groups

Click here

Select who assignment 
released to
Once user checks groups, 
they click Save.

unlimited (if left blank)



        About this Assessment

       

Availability and Submissions

        Grading and Feedback

        Layout and Appearance

             Add Additional Security

This assessment can be taken          

immediately (if left blank) at any time (if left blank)

         this many times           beginning                                        It is due                                             and has a time limit of

by only selected groups  Add more groups...Section 1   X Section 3   X

00     hrs.                min.00     

indefinately (if left blank)

Accept late submissions

             until                                           
             until the due date

       Submit saved student work on this date if student hasn't submitted before

indefinately (if left blank)

unlimited (if left blank)

Select who assignment 
released to

When the instructor saves 
group selections, they can 
see these groups displayed 
next to the pull down. 

If they need to delete a 
group, they can click on the 
red x on it's button and the 
group or section will 
disappear. "Add more 
groups" can persist after 
last group is deleted, 
however, if user saves 
without adding at least one 
group, user gets an error 
(ideally, though, "by all site 
members" would be 
reselected automatically)

If they need to add more 
more groups, they can click 
the blue link. Doing so 
would pop up the previous 
group/section menu, with 
existing selections showing.

If user changes option to 
"by all site members" or 
"anonymously (no login)" 
then sections/group 
selections and "Add more 
groups..." text are cleared.

If group/section selections 
exceed the row, flow to the 
next line, starting under the 
pulldown.



        About this Assessment

       

Availability and Submissions

        Grading and Feedback

        Layout and Appearance

             Add Additional Security

This assessment can be taken          

immediately (if left blank) at any time (if left blank)

         this many times           beginning                                        It is due                                             and has a time limit of

by only selected groups  Add more groups...Section 1   X Section 3   X

00     hrs.                min.00     

indefinately (if left blank)

Accept late submissions

             until                                                                    
             until the due date

       Submit saved student work on this date if student hasn't submitted before

indefinately (if left blank)

unlimited (if left blank)

submit saved student 
work

if user checks "submit 
saved student work" they 
must either have entered a 
due date or an "accept until 
date"

(I believe sam -1088  will 
check for both dates if this 
option is selected and use 
the later one.)

Thus, if user clicks Save as 
pictured, they will get an error:
"A due date or "accept until" 
date must be set when submit 
saved student work is 
enabled."



        About this Assessment

       

Availability and Submissions

        Grading and Feedback

        Layout and Appearance

             Add Additional Security

This assessment can be taken          

immediately (if left blank)

         this many times           beginning                                        It is due                                             and has a time limit of

by only selected groups  Add more groups...Section 1   X Section 3   X

00     hrs.                min.00     

indefinately (if left blank)

Accept late submissions

             until                                                                    
             until the due date

       Submit saved student work on this date if student hasn't submitted before

indefinately (if left blank)

at any time (if left blank)unlimited (if left blank)

submit saved student 
work

"submissions will be accepted 
until the due date" replaces 
late handling. I'm not sure how 
late handling works but what 
this might do in the 
background is make the 
submission accepted until 
date the same as the due 
date. Having a radio button 
that does this, rather than 
requiring user to copy and 
paste the due date is just a 
convenience.

If they select "until the due 
date" and don't enter a valid 
due date, as pictured they will 
get an error.



        About this Assessment

       

Availability and Submissions

        Grading and Feedback

        Layout and Appearance

             Add Additional Security

This assessment can be taken          

immediately (if left blank)

         this many times           beginning                                        It is due                                             and has a time limit of

by only selected groups  Add more groups...Section 1   X Section 3   X

00     hrs.                min.00     

indefinately (if left blank)

Accept late submissions

             until                                                                    
             until the due date

       Submit saved student work on this date if student hasn't submitted before

indefinately (if left blank)

at any time (if left blank)unlimited (if left blank)

Close Assessment Now

Close Submission Window 
Now

After an assessment is 
published, the "Close 
Submission Window Now" 
button appears. This is the 
same as the "Retract Now" 
button, but since the word 
retract is also used to 
describe what happens 
when a test has been 
edited, the name has been 
changed to make it clear 
that this is different.

It should also make it less 
necessary to describe that 
"However, assignments with 
feedback enabled 
(Feedback > Feedback 
Delivery) will continue to be 
accessible to students who 
have taken and submitted 
them prior to the retraction. 
Students will see these 
assignments under their 
Submitted Assignments 
list."

Clicking this button selects 
and adds a date into the 
"Until " option



        About this Assessment

       

Availability and Submissions

        Grading and Feedback

        Layout and Appearance

             Add Additional Security

This assessment can be taken          

immediately (if left blank)

         this many times           beginning                                        It is due                                             and has a time limit of

by only selected groups  Add more groups...Section 1   X Section 3   X

00     hrs.                min.00     

indefinately (if left blank)

Accept late submissions

             until                                                                    
             until the due date

       Submit saved student work on this date if student hasn't submitted before

<current date and time>

at any time (if left blank)

Close Assessment Now

unlimited (if left blank)

Close Submission Window 
Now

Clicking this button selects 
and adds the current date 
and time into the "Until " 
option, even if there is a 
date and time there already. 
This will take effect when 
user saves.


